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Greetings Educators,
Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance comes as an effort to continue bringing dance and education virtually as 
well as face to face interactions into your classroom despite the challenging times we are all experiencing. Thanks to 
the Utah Education Network’s generous support, we had the opportunity to reimagine our education and outreach 
programming in ways that we could not have imagined before. As a positive outcome of this tumultuous time, we were 
able to create a resource for teachers that will benefit their classrooms well beyond this unconventional year. 

The first film in the series, Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance brings to you the beautiful sceneries of Utah 
and shows how dancers find their movements everywhere, as long as they are under a blue sky. They also artistically 
and skillfully demonstrate the elements of dance. It is followed by a series of Youtube tutorials where each of the 
concepts shown in the film is broken down into simple steps classroom teachers can immediately use. All the creative 
and inspirational activities are designed to be adaptable for all kinds of teaching situations, however, we offer special 
considerations for online/virtual teaching strategies.  

We hope you enjoy the entire project and have a great time dancing with your students!
Sincerely, 

Ai Fujii Nelson Juan Carlos Claudio
Education Director Outreach Director
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Recommended Use of Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance  Materials
Note: The first film Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance (20 minutes) is designed to be shared in the classroom for 
educators and students to watch and learn together.  The film introduces one dance element at a time - in classroom use, 
you might decide to pause after each section followed by an immediate discussion about what you saw in the film.

Before watching…   Discussion Points (5-10 minutes)  

   Introduce your students to the basic history of the Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company.

About the Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company 

Ririe-Woodbury (Rī′-rē Woŏd′-bûr-ē) Dance Company was founded in 1964 by two Utah women, Joan Woodbury 
and Shirley Ririe, who were both professors of dance at the University of Utah. Their passion for dance not only 
included performance, choreography, and pedagogy, it was accompanied by a deep commitment to dance as a 
valuable art form and its necessity in the education of youth. Over the years, the Company has grown from its 
beginning as a local entity, into an internationally renowned contemporary dance company, having performed in 
every state in the United States, as well as throughout Europe, South Africa, Southeast Asia, the Caribbean, and 
the British Isles. Most recently in 2018, Ririe-Woodbury toured to Mongolia and South Korea as part of the cultural 
diplomacy program, DanceMotion USA, representing the U.S.Department of State. 
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What to look for in this film: have a general discussion of what students know about dance. If you don’t know the 
answer, see if you can find your answer in the movie!

○ What kind of dances have you seen, or done before? 
○ What are the ingredients of dance?
○ Where, or in what kind of spaces can dance take place? 
○ Who and/or what can dance in this world, and how?
○ Is there a cultural or community dance from the country where you are from or where you live today?

Talk about contemporary dance;  “What is Contemporary Dance?”

○ Contemporary dance means it is a dance created/choreographed and performed today, unlike dances that 
were created by people from the past. 

○ Boys, girls, people of any gender, race, age, physical and mental capacities can dance.    
○ Dancers are diverse; they come from different backgrounds.
○ Contemporary choreographers and dancers make dances about anything - for example, they can dance about 

who they are, or their feelings and emotions.They can also dance about an idea, a story, or events in today’s 
world. During the film, see if you can find a tell-tale sign that this dance film was created in the year 2020!

○ Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company is a contemporary dance company. Watch the film and see if these are also 
true about us!

PDF handout version for your students can be found on our website: 
https://ririewoodbury.com/education-outreach/teachers/item/433-blue-sky-theater-elements-of-dance 5



Now watch and enjoy the Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance (20 minutes)

After Watching…  Discussion Points (5-10 minutes)

Discuss with your students about what they learned in the film. 

○ You might have them close their eyes and do an instant replay of some of the scenes.
○ Have them talk about what stood out in their minds, and what they remembered most.
○ Ask for volunteers to show some of the dance movements they remembered from the film (some of 

what dancers did). Use words to analyze and/or describe the feeling/sensation, qualities, or aesthetical 
aspect.  Are they beautiful? Interesting? Funny? Surprising? Fun?

○ Ask if some students can name one (or more) of the dance elements. 
○ Discuss how dance is different and similar to other forms of human movement such as sports, play, 

everyday activities.
○ If time allows, give student an opportunity to draw or write their reactions, or better yet, create their own 

dance in response to the film.

PDF handout version for your students can be found on our website: 
https://ririewoodbury.com/education-outreach/teachers/item/433-blue-sky-theater-elements-of-dance
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Educators…  Now you are ready to check out the Youtube Tutorials.

Note: Youtube Tutorials are designed for the educators, to equip themselves with more teaching strategies and tools, 
based on the concepts introduced in Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance. 

Access the tutorials from this link: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLxgeopbwX6Err2KbMgEwX2jOJtvdKtuQE

In addition to the activities you see in these videos, we hope they will help your own creativity and to find your own ways to 
integrate dance and movement to various areas of your curriculum. Be imaginative!

Feel free to modify and adapt the suggested activities to any grade level or teaching situation. Don't be intimidated by your 
abilities or lack thereof, your students will be there not only to follow you but also give you more ideas. When you are in a 
bind, notice that you are dancing and moving together with your community, and sometimes that is wonderful enough!

Reach out to us may you run into  any questions or need further assistance. Email us at education@ririewoodbury.com or 
outreach@ririewoodbury.com.
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Blue Sky Theater: The Elements of Dance 
is supported by 

Utah Education Network at the University of Utah
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